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Year 11: Journey to Success
Following their Mock examinations in December. Planning for your summer term exam success will require a more frequent allocation of revision time. This ultimately will elevate your stress and
anxiety as you approach the GCSE exams in the summer. The following timeline is designed to help you as a parent and your child plan their remaining time from now.
Date

Event

How can I help?

January
Students should use January to address any gaps in their knowledge that have been identified from their mocks. We all have a tendency to focus on the things
we are good at so make sure your son/daughter is organised in their revision and is targeting the topics they are least good at. There will be a timetable of
intervention sessions offered at school. Discuss these with your son/daughter and identify which they will attend.
You will find the list of support sessions on the school website at https://www.hernebayhigh.org/information/supportingyour-child/

February

Students should be spending an hour per night on revision in total and two hours per day over the weekend. This should be additional to all homework set. The
focus for revision this month should be on core knowledge. Support this revision by quizzing them regularly on what they have revised.
February
Students will sit their PPEs this month (see below). This is a second set of mock and is a good indicator of if they are ready for the real thing, encourage them to
prepare JUST like they are real GCSEs.
Ensure students are sticking to their revision timetable and have somewhere quiet to work that is away from distractions such as social media.
Students should be spending 2 hours per night on revision in total for all subjects and 2 hours per day over the weekend. This should be additional to all
homework set. The focus for revision this month should be on core knowledge. Support this revision by quizzing them regularly on what they have revised.
Encourage them to really go for a particular topic; revise it until they think they’ve nailed it. Then quiz them on it and celebrate in that success.

30th January – 14th February

Year 11 Pre-Public Examinations

These are the final set of practice exams students will sit before their real GCSEs. It is important at this point to use the various
revision sheets shown below to revisit topical content already covered.

March
March is a key month with the GCSEs just around the corner. Your son/daughter should be clear about what their areas of weakness are and address these,
both through revision at home and through the regular intervention sessions available at school. Ensure your son/daughter is attending regular intervention
sessions after school. If they have applied to our 6th Form they will have an interview this month to discuss their application. Please support and
attend this with them. (see below)
Students should be spending 2 hours per night on revision in total for all subjects and 3 hours per day over the weekend. This should be additional to all
homework set.
The focus this month on revision should include some exam question practice along with the quizzing of core knowledge. Try practice exam questions for
topics students think they’ve nailed.
Sign up for Easter holiday revision sessions. You will receive a letter and sign-up sheet
4th March

Year 11 Parent Consultation Evening

This is a key evening where your son/daughter’s subject teachers will be able to inform you how prepared they are for
their GCSEs, based on their grades from their PPE exams.

17th March

Post 16 Interview

EASTER HOLIDAY

May

These interviews will be with a senior member of staff and will focus on their application
to 6th form.
Staff will discuss the requirements of each course and look at your son/daughter’s
current position. Follow up this meeting with discussions about 6th form and the work
needed for GCSEs to achieve this.
April
At this stage you should be revising for 3 to 4 hrs each day. We will also be running in School revision sessions for many
subjects
This month is key to students’ revision and the emphasis is on the students’ independent revision as the majority of this
month is a school holiday.
Ensure students have a detailed revision plan for the Easter holidays and stick to it.
Students should be completing at least 4 hours of independent revision per day throughout the holidays. The focus this
month should be on practice examination questions. Use mark schemes and guidance from subject teachers to self assess
how well your son/daughter is doing.
May
May
We’re there! This is the month that GCSEs begin. Make sure students know their exam timetables.
Discuss exam routines and how the big day(s) will be approached to reduce the anxiety on the big day.

11th May

GCSE Exams begin
25th May to 29th May is
HALF Term

At this stage you should be revising for 3 to 4 hrs each day. We will also be running in School revision sessions for many subjects.
June

19th June
24th June

Year 11 Prom
Year 12 6th Form Induction day

Year 11 PPE’s Jan30th – Feb 14th 2019 – Revision Topics
English Language

Maths Higher

Maths Foundation

Chemistry (Separate)

Biology (Separate)

Paper 1 Writing PPE EXAMINATION 31.1.20

PPE Paper 4 EXAMINATION(Calculator) 4.2.20
PPE Paper 5 EXAMINATION 7.2.20
PPE Paper 6 EXAMINATION(Calculator) 11.2.20

PPE Paper 1 EXAMINATION(Calculator) 4.2.20
PPE Paper 2 EXAMINATION 7.2.20
PPE Paper 3 EXAMINATION(Calculator) 11.2.20

PPE EXAMINATION 6.2.20

PPE EXAMINATION 2.2.20

For paper 1, ensure you learn the conventions of the
following forms: article/letter/speech.
Read examples of these forms, and identify the
features that they use. Can you use them in your own
writing?
Revise the rules of punctuation and sentences. Do you
know how to use colons, semi-colons, commas,
apostrophes, ellipses accurately? Do you know how to
vary your sentences for effect? Have you
paragraphed?
Paper 2 Writing PPE EXAMINATION 5.2.20
For paper 2, ensure you have learned some
interesting vocabulary to use in your writing.
Learn various structures for writing fiction. For
example, do you know how to use a flashback? Do
you know how to write a story using the same line at
the start and at the end?
Practice planning a response. Try and find a unique
perspective on the question.
Practice writing a response in timed conditions.
The Reading Section (Both Papers)
Planning your answer to reading questions:
Paper 1 Q2 Plan:
- Comparative point
- Example text 1
- Example text 2 (repeat 3 times)
Paper 1 Q3 and Paper 2 Q2 and Q3 plan
EITHER
- start of lines given and link to steer
- sentence commenting on how the extract develops
- end of lines given and link to steer
OR
- at least one paragraph on structure
- at least one paragraph on language
Paper 1 and 2 Q4 plan:
1. Explain whether you agree with the statement and
how each text links to it
2. Compare how each text presents to bullet point 1
3. Compare how each text presents bullet point 2
4. Give your opinion as to which text is most effective
and why
Learn some interesting vocabulary for each of your
answers

- Algebraic Expressions (51)
- Angles on a straight line (61)
- Area (112)
- Area of Sectors (165)
- Calculating Probability (87,88)
- Circle Theorems (168)
- Compound Interest (95)
- Converting recurring decimals (162)
- Cubic Graphs (143)
- Factorising Quadratics (133)
- Fractional Calculations (65,66)
Fractional Indices (163)
- Frequency Graph/Histogram (77, 159)
- Function Machines (195)
- Graphical Inequalities (158)
Inverse Proportion (156)
- LCM (90,91)
Percentage Calculation & Increase/Decrease
(67,68,94)
- Perimeter of Compound Shapes (8)
Probability Tree (152)
- Quadratic Graphs (142)
- Rate of Change (191)
- Ratio (80)
- Rounding (16,17)
- Scatter Graphs (76)
- Sequences (129,130)
- Similar Shapes (149, 186)
- Simplifying Index Numbers (128)
- Standard Form Calculations (93)
- Surds (164)
- Transformations (84,85,86,148,185)
- Travel Graphs (96)
- Two Way Tables (14)
- Vectors (177)

- 2D Shapes (1)
- 4 Operations/Inequalities (23,131)
- Algebraic Expressions (51)
- Angles around a Point (61)
- Angles in Parallel Lines (122)
- Arc Length (166)
- Area of a Circle (111)
- Averages (62)
- Calculating Probability (87)
- Compound Interest (95)
- Convert Fractions, Decimals and Percentages
(35,36,37)
- Decimal Calculations (32,33)
- Distance Time Graph (97)
- Equivalent Fractions (63)
- Estimation (92)
- Expand/Factorise Bracket (48,49)
- Fraction Calculations (64,65,66)
- Fraction of an Amount (42)
- Frequency Table (107,108)
- LCM (90)
- Linear Sequences (53, 129)
- Percent Increase/Decrease (68)
- Percentage Calculations (94)
- Percentage of Amounts (67)
- Probability (87)
- Probability Trees (152)
- Pythagoras (123,124)
- Ratio/Proportion (80,78)
- Rounding/Index Numbers (16,17,71,128)
- Scatter Graphs (76)
- Speed, Distance, Time (97)
- Squares, Cubes and Roots (29)
- Straight Line Graphs (141)
- Transformations (84,85,86,148)
- Venn Diagrams (189)
- Volume, Density, Mass (126)

Biology topics
Chemistry
topics
Atomic
structure
Ionic
compounds
Calculations
Groups in the
Periodic Table

Revision guide
pages
16-19
20-22
26-32, 65-67,
70
73-76

Specialised cells
Microscopes
Osmosis
Photosynthesis
Stomata and transpiration
Plant responses
Hormones
Hormonal control of the
menstrual cycle
Homeostasis

Revision
guide
pages
13
14-15
21-22
69, 70
72
74
77
79
81

Physics (Separate)

Chemistry (Combined)

Biology (Combined)

Physics (Combined)

History

PPE EXAMINATION 10.2.20

Higher or foundation

Higher or foundation

Higher or foundation

PPE EXAMINATION: 11.2.20

PPE EXAMINATION 6.2.20

PPE EXAMINATION 2.2.20

PPE EXAMINATION 10.2.20

The end of WW1 (USA joining, Russian
withdrawal, allied blockade, armistice)

Topics
Stored energy
Turning forces
Electricity - current
Electrical resistance
Static electricity,
uses and dangers
Static and electric
fields

Revision guide pages
24
69
71 - 75
72 - 74
82 - 83
82 - 84

Computer Science
The Bigger Picture
- Computing and the Environment
- Privacy
- Digital Inclusion
- Professionalism
- The Legal Impact
Computers
- Machines and Computational Modelling
- Hardware
- Software
- Logic
- Programming Languages
Programming
- Develop Code
- Algorithms / Data Types / Variables / Sequence /
Selection / Iteration / Loops / Strings / Arrays / Input
/ Output
- Making Programs easy to Read
- Code readability
Communication and The Internet
- Networks
- Network Security
- The Internet and The World Wide Web
Problem Solving
- Algorithms
- Pseudo Code

Biology topics
Chemistry
topics
Atomic
structure
Ionic
compounds
Calculations
Groups in the
Periodic Table

Foundation
revision guide
pages
79-80

Higher
revision
guide pages
79-80

83-85

83-85

90-94
121-125

89-95
123-126

Microscopes
Osmosis
Photosynthesis
Hormones
Homeostasis
Circulatory
system –
vessels, blood
and heart

Foundation
revision
guide pages
13-14
18-19
47-50
52-56
55
59-61

Higher
revision
guide
pages
13-14
18-19
47-50
52-57
56
61-63

Physics
topics

Foundation
revision
guide pages

Energy
transfers
Forces
Resistance
Electricity
Energy
calculations

181

Higher
revision
guide
pages
179

182-183
185-186
184-192
181-183,
190

181-182
185-186
184-191
179-180,
190

French

The Visual Arts

Religious Studies

PPE Speaking exam 30.1.20
PPE Writing exam 6.2.20
PPE Reading & Listening exam 12.2.20

The visual arts mock exam units were
launched in the first week of October.

Topics you should be revising in
January

Focus on perfecting your general conversation
questions and work through some role-plays and
photo cards too.
How? Use your word document, revision cards,
recording function on your phone.
Where? All the material you need is either on
SMHW, in ‘My Documents’ (which you can access
from home) or in your blue speaking folder.
Key elements of grammar should be practiced
continuously throughout your revision process.
Your main area of focus should be TENSES.

Students all have individual tracking
booklets with detailed weekly action plans
of how to complete the evidence required
for the mock exam.
75% of the marks for this mock exam are
found in students’ development work
which is all evidenced prior to the final
piece days.
Final Piece days commence week
beginning 25th November.

Themes – Relationships and Families
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

Changing attitudes to sexual
relationships.
Society’s changing attitudes to
homosexuality.
Christian and Muslim views on
homosexuality.
Religious views on sex before and
sex outside of marriage.
Forms of contraception and the
pros/cons.
Christian and Muslim attitudes to
contraception.
Social facts about marriage.
Marriage in Christianity.
Marriage in Islam.
Cohabitation pros/cons.
Christian and Muslim views on
cohabitation.
Social facts about divorce.
The changing nature and shape of
families.
Christian and Muslim teachings
on the importance of families.
Legal advances in gender equality
and the reasons for these.
Christian and Muslim views on
gender equality.

Germany 1890-1945 (Kaiser Wilhelm,
socialism and industrialisation in Germany,
Autocratic rule, Prussian militarism and the
naval laws and the impact of WW1)
Britain, health and the people:
- Black Death (Causes and treatments)
- 1848 and 1875 Public Health Acts
- The work of Vesalius and Harvey
- The factor of war in influencing
developments surgery and anatomy from
1000-2000
Norman England:
- Education under the Normans
- Law and order (In Normans times and
how this changed from Anglo-Saxon times)
- Life of a Norman Village (How this has
changed since Anglo-Saxon times)
- Historical Site-The Battle of
Hastings (Causes of the battle, preparation
prior to the battle, events of the battle and
why William won)

Engineering
Coursework Focus day 13.2.20
Coursework Focus day 14.2.20
- Function of handlebars on a scooter
- Name suitable materials for a scooter and explain
their properties
- Benefits of using tubular steel for a scooter frame
- Composite materials
Explain how modern technology can ensure that a
cordless drill is safe
- Explain why designers would use CAD and CAM to
design a product
- Explain why it is important to disassemble a
cordless drill.
- Convert a drawing from orthographic to isometric.
- Explain the purpose of hatched lines in a working
drawing.
- Calculate the volume of a given shape.
- List 4 consecutive stages in turning an aluminium
pin.

Geography
PPE EXAMINATION 31.1.20
Paper 2 – Challenges in the human environment
PART A: Urban issues and Challenges
• What are the causes of population growth
in cities?
• Why is Lagos such an important
international city?
• How do cities encourage economic and
industrial development?
• Map and maths skills –
measuring/calculating area. 4 and 6 figure
grid references.
• What is urban regeneration? What
problems/challenges can urban areas face?
• Case study: London – Where is London?
Why is London important? How has urban
change created socio-economic
opportunities? THINK – Olympic Park! (9
marker)
PART B: The changing economic world
• Map and maths skills - scatter graphs &
lines of best fit. Measuring distance on
maps.
• Demographic Transition Model (DTM) –
what is happening in the different stages?
• What factors can create uneven
development / development gap?
• How can Fair Trade be used to reduce the
development gap?
• How is the UK moving towards a postindustrial economy?
• Case study: Nigeria – How has Nigeria
developed over time? How have the
changes improved/reduced the quality of
life for Nigerians? (9 marker)
PART C: Resource Management (answer question
3 and question 4 FOOD – not question 5 and 6)
• Maths skills - calculating percentages from
data.
• What are the environmental impacts of
importing food (food miles) into the UK?
• What are the benefits of locally sourced
food?
• How does the UK manage water quality
and pollution?
• How might patterns of food consumption
change over time?
• Case study: Thanet Earth – what are the
advantages and disadvantages of this
large-scale agricultural development? (6
marker – no 9 marker in part C)

Business & Enterprise

Sport

Design Technology
Scales of production-

ACTUAL FINAL EXAMINATION DATE:
3.2.20

Students are finalising their final
submission of their coursework
assignment on LO3, where they have to
plan an OAA. These plans must include:
- Health and safety
- Personnel
- AALA requirements
- Clothing and equipment
- Location
- Supplies
- Emergency procedures
- Contingency plans
- Emergency shelters
- Weather forecasts
- Session timings

One-off production
Batch production
Digital printing
Screen printing
Stencils and templates
Offset lithography
Die cutting
Flexography

- Financial Documents
- Payment Methods
- Sources of Revenue and Costs
- Terminology in financial statements
- Statement of Comprehensive Income
- Statement of Financial Position
- Profitability and Liquidity
- Break-even analysis and break-even point
- Sources of business finance
- Targeting and segmenting the market
Elements of the Promotional Mix & their
Purposes
• Advertising methods: moving image,
print, ambient, digital & audio.
• Sales promotion: proving incentives to
customers.
• Methods: coupons, competitions, money
off, loyalty incentives, ‘buy one get one
free’, discounts.
• Personal selling: face to face, by
telephone, via email, through video or
web conferencing.
• Public relations activities: promoting a
product/ service, brand or enterprise by
placing information about it in the media
without the need to pay for it.
• Methods include exhibitions,
sponsorship, press release.
• Direct marketing to establish an
individual relationship between the
enterprise & the customer. Methods
include direct mail (junk mail), mail order
catalogues, magazines, telemarketing.
Targeting & Segmenting the Market
• Demographics: age, gender, race, family
size, income, education level.
• Geographic: location.
• Psychographic: social class, attitudes,
lifestyle, & personality characteristics
• Behavioural: spending, consumption,
usage, loyalty status & desired benefits.
• Size of enterprise
• Budgetary constraints
• Appropriateness for product/ service
Target market.

Cost and availabilityPaper and card
Cardboard and glossy paper types
Foam board
PVC foam
Styrofoam
Materials and ecological, social and
ethical issues

Health & Social Care
ACTUAL FINAL EXAMINATION DATE:
7.2.20
Students are required to complete the
coursework requirements for
Components 1, 2 and 3 before
commencing on the case study for their
examination in February.
Health & Social care students will sit a
mock examination based on the case
study in January.

In this lesson students will learn about the
ecological, social and ethical issues that
designers could face when using materials.
about mining and drilling and their
environmental impacts
• about deforestation and the
environmental impact it has on the world
• about which processes contribute to
global warming and atmospheric
pollution
• social and ethical issues in the design
and manufacture of products
• the life cycle of materials and how to
consider recycling, reuse and disposal.

